Meeting Minutes

I. Research Request 1: Charles, Parents in Reentry from Prison: A Randomized Controlled Trial of the Journey Home Initiative
   a. Decision: Temporarily Approved

II. Research Request 2: Murray, DREAM HF
    a. Decision: Approval Amended

III. Research Request 3: Duwe, Sexual Recidivism Risk Assessment for Adult Sex Offenders
     a. Decision: Pending

IV. Research Request 4: Woodruff, Adult Reentry Employment Strategies (ARES) Planning Program
    a. Decision: Approved

V. Research Request 5: Olson, Secondary Trauma Among Probation and Parole Agents: Prevalence and Risk Factors
   a. Decision: Approved

VI. Research Request 6: Gregory, SAMHSA Grant - Project TREAT
    a. Decision: Pending

VII. Research Request 7: Thumann, WRC Adverse Childhood Experiences and Mental Health Study
    a. Decision: Withdrawn

VIII. Research Request 8: Koenigs, MRI brain imaging of social and emotional processing in aggressive adult criminal offenders for UW-DOC collaborative research project
      a. Decision: Pending

IX. Research Updates and Reports

X. Final Remarks

*Note: All committee decisions are reached unanimously by all committee members.

Next Scheduled Meeting
DATE: June 20, 2019
TIME: 11:00am-12:00pm
LOCATION: Central Office Conference Room 2E-E